
The Design of theCaltech Mosaic C MulticomputerCharles L. Seitz, Nanette J. Boden,Jakov Seizovic, and Wen-King SuComputer Science 256-80California Institute of TechnologyPasadena, CA 91125Abstract and IntroductionThe Caltech Mosaic C is an experimental, �ne-grain multicomputer that em-ploys single-chip nodes and advanced packaging technology to demonstratethe performance/cost advantages of the �ne-grain-multicomputer architec-ture. Each Mosaic node includes 64KB of single-clock-cycle dynamic RAM;2KB of self-test and bootstrap ROM; an 11MIPS processor; a packet inter-face; and a 60MB/s, two-dimensional, self-timed router. The node is a sin-gle, 9.25mm�10.00mm, 1.2�m-feature-size, CMOS chip that, at Vdd = 5V,operates at 30MHz and dissipates 0.5W. These chips are packaged by tape-automated bonding (TAB) in 8�8 arrays on circuit boards that can, in turn,be composed in two dimensions to construct arbitrarily large arrays of nodes.In addition to the 8�8 boards, complete Mosaic systems require host-interface boards that allow workstations to send and receive packets on Mo-saic channels, and high-bandwidth cables. The Mosaic host-interface boardsare built using memoryless Mosaic chips with external SRAM that can alsobe accessed by the workstation. The host-interface boards were a criticalpart of the development strategy: They were used both to develop and re-�ne the Mosaic processor, packet interface, and router through MOSIS runs;and also to provide early, operational, Mosaic multicomputers for system-software and test-program development.The Mosaic programming system consists of a compiler for a source pro-gramming notation called C+�, and a distributed runtime system. C+� isan extension of C++ that supports concurrent processes in much the sameway that C++ supports program objects. The runtime system, which is writ-ten in C+�, provides copyless message handling, highly distributed resourcemanagement, automatic process placement, and scheduling.The Mosaic is intended both for large-scale-computing and for embedded-systems applications. A 16K-node Mosaic system is being constructed atCaltech to explore the programmability and application span of the archi-tecture for large-scale computations. The ATOMIC local-area network [8] isan early example of an embedded-system application of Mosaic components.1



1 Multicomputer Scaling TracksMulticomputers have already established themselves as a highly scalable,high-performance form of multiple-instruction-multiple-data (MIMD) archi-tecture [1, 3, 4, 15, 16, 17]. As shown in Figure 1, a multicomputer consistsof an ensemble of computing nodes connected by a message-passing network.Each node of a multicomputer is a computer, including read-write memory,read-only memory for initialization and bootstrap, one or more instruction-interpreting processors, and an interface to the message-passing network.The network connects the nodes in a regular topology such as a hypercubeor mesh, so that message packets can be routed algorithmically from anynode to any other node.
Figure 1: Logical and physical organization of a multicomputer.Multicomputers can usefully be implemented with nodes that range insize today from a part of a single chip to a large circuit board containing hun-dreds of chips. Of course, the relationship between node size and complexityevolves with advances in microelectronic technology. In order to appreciatesome of the rationale and motivation for the Mosaic experiment, it is helpfulto understand the implications of these technology-scaling tracks.In a January 1985 paper about the Cosmic Cube [14], Charles L. Seitzwrote that: \The Cosmic Cube nodes [implemented as 84 chips on a circuitboard, including 128KB of memory] were designed as a simulation in hard-ware of the nodes we expect to be able to integrate onto one or two chipsabout �ve years hence. Future machines of thousands of nodes are feasible: : :" The Mosaic C multicomputer closely ful�lls the prediction in this 1985paper. The �rst Mosaic multicomputers, with processor, packet interface,and router on one chip, and with 128KB of memory on separate chips, weredemonstrated in 1990. The �rst Mosaics based on single-chip nodes, whichinclude 64KB of memory, were demonstrated in 1991. The evolution fromthe Cosmic Cube to the Mosaic is an example of a nearly constant-node-2



complexity scaling track (see Figure 2), in which advances in technology areemployed to re-implement nodes of a similar logical complexity, but faster,smaller, lower power, and less expensive.The Mosaic C nodes have only half as much primary memory as theCosmic Cube nodes; they are, however, �60 times faster, use �20 timesless power, are �100 times smaller, and are �25 times less expensive tomanufacture. Such is the remarkable progress in microelectronics over thepast decade that the Mosaic C nodes exhibit approximately 60�25 = 1500times higher performance/cost than the Cosmic Cube nodes. Thus, theMosaic C appears in the constant-cost plot of Figure 2 at a point log10 1500 �3:2 decades above the Cosmic Cube in aggregate performance.We are currently designing the successor to the Mosaic C chip. TheMosaic T is targeted for an 0.8�m-feature-size, three-level-metal, CMOSprocess; and 50MHz, 3.3V, 0.5W operation. It is being designed to come asclose as we can to the following speci�cations: 128KB of single-clock-cycleinternal memory in two interleaved banks of 16K�32, providing 400MB/smemory bandwidth; �40MIPS, 32-bit, RISC processor; 200MB/s channels;and provision for external, secondary, dRAM memory. If the Mosaic C weretaken as the origin of a single-chip-node scaling track, the Mosaic T will bedescended from the Mosaic C along a nearly constant-node-cost scaling track.It is also possible to use advances in technology to continue the constant-node-complexity track by implementing multiple, faster nodes of complexitysimilar to the Mosaic C on a single chip.The Cosmic Cube was also the origin of a di�erent scaling track that hasbeen followed by the commercial, medium-grain multicomputers. The scal-ing track that, for example, Intel has followed (see Figure 2) has been usingadvances in technology to scale node performance and memory size. How-ever, Intel has also been slowly but steadily increasing the physical size andcost of the nodes. There are other examples of commercial multicomputers,such as those manufactured by N-CUBE, that would lie closer to a constant-node-cost scaling track from the Cosmic Cube. One of the advantages of thescaling track followed by the commercial, medium-grain multicomputers isthat the nodes, because they have been similar in complexity to contempo-rary personal and workstation computers, have been able to employ the samecommodity processor, memory, and software technology. The disadvantageis that the performance/cost scales much more slowly than constant-node-complexity scaling. For example, the 1993 Intel Paragon multicomputer hasonly about 100 times higher performance/cost than the 1983 Cosmic Cube.In summary, one motivation for exploring the domain of �ne-grain mul-ticomputers is that they provide substantially higher performance/cost thanmedium-grain multicomputers, and this advantage will continue to grow withfuture advances in microelectronics. Another motivation is that �ne-grainmulticomputers can deliver this cost-e�ective computing in relatively small,low-cost con�gurations for embedded-system applications, eg, they are notaimed exclusively at the \Teraops race." More detailed expositions of our3



Figure 2: This log-log graph plots node performance on the abscissa, and thereciprocal of node cost on the ordinate by showing how many nodes couldbe purchased for $4M. The straight, dashed, diagonal lines are, on this log-log plot, hyperbolas of constant aggregate performance whose values can beread on the abscissa. The price of commercial nodes varied over the productlife, and the most attractive price we know of was used to locate the darkcircles. For non-commercial machines, the price of a node was estimatedto be 3.5 times its leveled-out manufacturing cost. The precise position forthese points is arguable, but even a factor of two in cost or performancedisplaces a dark circle in this log-log plot by only slightly more than its owndiameter. 4



research group's perspectives on multicomputer scaling tracks can be foundin [6, 9, 13, 15, 17, 19, 22].2 The Mosaic C NodeAlthough medium- and �ne-grain multicomputers are structurally similar,a �ne-grain multicomputer cannot be designed simply as a variant of amedium-grain multicomputer with scaled-down nodes. The parameters thatguided the design of the Mosaic C came from measurements produced fromexperimental programming systems running �ne-grain application programs[2, 5, 9, 22]. Smaller node memories; smaller, more interdependent pro-cesses; and a larger number of nodes all imply that the message-passingnetwork must provide relatively higher bandwidth to and from the node andacross its bisections. A smaller processor does not readily accommodatefeatures such as address translation for multiprogramming support; instead,code is linked dynamically, and processes execute within the same addressspace. However, the most critical design consideration is that the smallerprocesses generate an intense tra�c of shorter messages. Medium-grain mul-ticomputers exhibit a typical software overhead for sending or receiving amessage of several hundred instructions. Such a large software overhead formessages would be completely intolerable for a �ne-grain multicomputer.An acceptably small software overhead was achieved for the Mosaic C by acombination of hardware features of the processor and packet interface, anda more streamlined, compilation-based programming system.2.1 Overview of the Mosaic C NodeThe Mosaic C multicomputer node is a single 9.25mm�10.00mm chip fabri-cated in a 1.2�m-feature-size, two-level-metal, CMOS process. At Vdd = 5V,the synchronous parts of the chip operate with large margins at a 30MHzclock rate, and the chip dissipates �0.5W. The transistor count is approxi-mately 1.2M including the 219 transistors used as storage capacitors in thedynamic RAM. Typical yield using the Hewlett-Packard CMOS34 process(MOSIS SCMOS with � = 0:6�m (n-well)) in prototype runs is 40%, whichresults in an unpackaged cost of each tested, working chip of approximately$30.A plot of the layout of the Mosaic C chip appears in Figure 3. (Seethe lower-right part of Figure 1 for a block diagram.) The dynamic RAMoccupies the lower 34 of the core of the chip, and the memory data andaddress buses extend across the top of the RAM. The other main sectionsof layout, left to right across the top, are the processor and packet interface,clock driver, ROM, and router.The chip area is used approximately as follows:63% The 64KB dynamic RAM is organized as 32K 16-bit words. Mem-ory cycles require only a single clock period; the memory bandwidth5



Figure 3: Plot of the layout of the Mosaic C chip.is, accordingly, 60MB/s. This dynamic memory is refreshed auto-matically by the processor in otherwise-unused cycles.1% The read-only memory contains initialization, self-test, and boot-strap programs.3% The 16-bit instruction-interpreting processor is programmed in Crather than assembly language, using the Gnu C compiler targetedto the Mosaic instruction set. Standard C benchmarks rate theprocessor at �11MIPS.3% The 16-bit packet interface handles the transfer of packets betweenthe router and memory; performs reliable synchronization betweenthe asynchronous, self-timed router and the synchronous memory;and forms the routing header of packets that are sent from the node.The packet interface is able to send or receive packets at the 60MB/smemory and router-channel bandwidths.6



5% The two-dimensional, self-timed, mesh router implements the node'spart of the message-passing network. The router's 8-bit-wide chan-nels operate asynchronously at a rate somewhat in excess of 60MB/s.20% The pad frame for 136 connections to the package pins, and thewiring between the router and the pad frame. The allocation ofpins is 88 for the four bidirectional channels that connect to thenorth, south, east, and west neighbors; 36 for Vdd and GND, 9 forclock, reset, and refresh timing inputs and two ampli�ed outputs foreach to distribute these signals through the mesh; two tachometeroutputs; and one LED and test-signature output.5% Other wiring between the parts listed above, internal power distri-bution, the clock driver, and unused area.More than one quarter of the silicon area { the packet interface, router,and pad frame { is devoted to communication. Only 3% of the silicon area isused for the processor, and 20 times more area is used for the memory thanfor the processor. It would be possible to include a much larger processorwithout greatly increasing the overall chip area.The Mosaic dRAM is described down to the circuit and layout levelin a 1991 paper [21] by its designer, Don Speck. A family of routing andcommunication chips that are spino�s from the Mosaic project is described ina companion paper [18] in this volume. The processor and packet interfacewill be described in the following subsection. The design of the ROM isunremarkable. A small ROM would be required in any case for initializationand bootstrap, but, because the Mosaic chip is a complete computer, we hadthe opportunity to absorb most of the chip testing into a self-test programin the ROM. The ROM self-test program, described in the second-followingsubsection, is used in initial wafer testing, in the re-test after inner-leadbonding in the TAB frame, and as part of the board-level testing.2.2 The Mosaic Processor and Packet InterfaceTo an experienced chip designer, the design of the Mosaic C processor andpacket interface exhibit only a few unusual features. It is how these twoparts interact, how they interface to the asynchronous router, and how theyutilize the most precious resource on the chip | the memory bandwidth |that makes the Mosaic architecture distinctive and particularly appropriatefor a multicomputer node.Low-latency and low-overhead handling of message packets was imper-ative for the Mosaic, but, at the same time, message-handling capabilitieshad to be su�ciently general to allow experiments with di�erent message-handling strategies. The compromise solution used in the Mosaic requires aminimum of three instructions to send a message, two instructions to set upa bu�er for message receiving, and from two to �ve instructions to manage7



interrupts. For example, a pair of Mosaic nodes, one sending 16B packetsand the other receiving these packets, and using the usual context-switchingand interrupt-handling routines, communicate at a rate in excess of 1Mpackets/s.The Mosaic C processor is a microprogram-controlled rather than a RISCmachine, with one-word and two-word instructions, and numerous address-ing modes to exploit the single-clock-cycle memory. The number of clocksper instruction (CPI) averages approximately 2.7, but the number of bitsrequired to represent a program is somewhat less than is typical of RISCs.The most unusual feature of the Mosaic C processor is that it is a two-sequence (two-context) machine. Multi-sequence instruction interpretation,in which a processor includes all of the state required for multiple threadsof execution, has been used for memory-latency hiding in computers rang-ing from the Seac to recent synchronous-pipeline multiprocessors, and was�rst used for the purpose of rapid context switching in the 1950s in theMIT Lincoln Laboratory TX-2 [7]. In the Mosaic, each context has its ownprogram-counter, shadow, and status registers, so that context switching canbe performed in zero time. There are also eight general registers for eachsequence, and eight shared general registers. Typically, one context is usedfor running programs, and the other for handling messages under interrupts.The packet interface manages two DMA channels, one for sending, andone for receiving. Each of those channels includes a small FIFO in the pathbetween the router and the memory. With the 60MB/s asynchronous com-munication network interfacing to the 60MB/s synchronous memory bus, a16K-node machine would have a worst case of 1012 synchronization eventsper second, or almost 1020 synchronization events per year. Just to be ableto reduce the rate of synchronization failure to once per year, the best syn-chronizers we knew how to build in 1.2�m CMOS technology would requireabout half of the available clock period. We were clearly very close to a pointwhere small, unexpected, process variations could result in nasty surprises.To deal with this di�cult synchronization problem, in which synchroniza-tion and data rates are similar, we employed a pipeline synchronizer [19],a technique that can sustain the full bandwidth and achieve arbitrarily lowprobability of synchronization failure Pf , with the price in both latency andchip area being 
(log 1Pf ).The interrupt logic is also part of the packet interface, and it can be en-abled to generate interrupts for the following events: a packet has been sent,a packet has been received, or the (program-de�ned) receive bu�er has beenexhausted. A single datapath spans both processor and packet interface, andthe processor is able to access all of the packet-interface registers: refreshpointer; send pointer, limit, and destination; receive pointer and limit; andinterrupt-mask and status registers.Program execution and the DMA operations are implemented with threenor-nor PLAs that run �ve concurrent micro-programs: (1) program execu-tion for both contexts, (2a) transferring packets from the memory into the8



output FIFO, (2b) generating high-priority memory-read requests when theoutput FIFO is almost empty, (3a) transferring packets from the input FIFOinto the memory, and (3b) generating high-priority memory-write requestswhen the input FIFO is almost full.The bus arbiter allocates memory cycles on a per-clock-cycle basis ac-cording to the following priority scheme: forced dRAM refresh, high-prioritysend and receive requests, program execution, regular send and receive re-quests. Any otherwise-unused cycles are used opportunistically for dRAMrefresh.2.3 Wafer TestingBoth the Mosaic chips and the 8�8 boards are tested automatically at theirpoint of manufacture. Despite its complexity, the Mosaic C chip can bethoroughly tested. Because the Mosaic chip is programmable, it is capableof running test programs with no additional hardware support. A basic(self-) test program is included in the ROM; other test programs can bedownloaded into the RAM. This testability has been critical to the successof the project.Testing begins with a �nished wafer. The �rst 4 million test vectorsemitted by the Mosaic wafer-test program are used only to supply a clocksignal for the self-test program, which computes a sequence of signaturesfrom tests of the ROM, RAM, CPU, and router. Additional vectors arethen used to download a short program that emits the signature, which iscaptured and compared by the tester. Those parts of the chip not covered bythe self-test | parts of the router that communicate only with the outsideworld | are then tested with a sequence of several hundred vectors. Finally,the tester downloads a program that checks for memory bits with marginalrefresh-period requirements. The entire test achieves 100% coverage of thedRAM and ROM, and better than 99.99% coverage of the remaining internalcircuit nodes.3 Message-Passing NetworkThe two-dimensional, self-timed, mesh router implements \wormhole" rout-ing, a blocking form of cut-through routing. The ow-control unit (it) isan 8-bit byte, and its are conveyed in a queue discipline. Up to �ve packetsmay be traversing a single router concurrently, each at 60MB/s. The headof a packet includes �x;�y its for deadlock-free, dimension-order routing,in which a packet is routed �rst in x and then in y: The head of a packetforms a path through the network in �30ns/router. If the packet encountersa channel that is already occupied, the packet is blocked. The tail it of thepacket breaks the path. See the companion paper [18] in this volume foradditional details about the signaling protocols and internal design of therouter. 9



The choice of a two-dimensional mesh for the Mosaic was based on a 1989engineering analysis. We had planned originally to use a three-dimensionalmesh network, because it was thought that a three-dimensional network wasmore nearly optimal [9, 15] for a 16K-node machine. Why a two-dimensionalnetwork?A Mosaic with 214 nodes could be implemented either as a 128�128 two-dimensional routing mesh or a 32�32�16 three-dimensional routing mesh.Package-pin limitations suggested 8-bit-wide channels that require 11 wireseach for the two-dimensional router, or 4-bit-wide channels that require 7wires each for the three-dimensional router. The three extra wires are re-quired for the request and acknowledge timing signals, and for the tail bit.Thus, the pin counts for the required bidirectional channels are comparable:88 for the two-dimensional router, and 84 for the three-dimensional router.A bisection of the 128�128 network is 128 channels in each direction,each operating at 60MB/s, resulting in a bilateral bisection bandwidth of15.36GB/s. The minimum bisection of the 32�32�16 network is 32�16 =512 channels in each direction, each operating at 30MB/s, resulting in a bilat-eral bisection bandwidth of 30.72GB/s. The bisection-bandwidth advantageof the three-dimensional network disappears in smaller con�gurations, eg, a16�16, 256-node machine has the same minimal bisection bandwidth as a4�8�8 machine. Although the three-dimensional network would have twicethe bisection bandwidth for the 16K-node con�guration, it would be moreeconomical to double the bisection of the two-dimensional mesh using bypasschannels than it would be to make the entire network three-dimensional forall con�gurations.The signi�cance of the bisection-bandwidth �gure of merit is that, ifmessage destinations are selected at random, a worst case, then half of themessages must traverse the bisection. However, the localization achieved bythe runtime system in process placement reduces the number of messagesthat cross a bisection to less than 15th of this worst case. Thus, the mes-sage volume that the 128�128 network can support is at least 5MB/s pernode, eg, a 20B message each 4�s (44 instructions), which is consistent withmeasurements of �ne-grain programs. Message latency is not a limitationfor either the two- or three-dimensional networks, even with random tra�c,and particularly not with tra�c that is somewhat localized.Subsequent, extensive simulations by Michael J. Pertel, who wrote anew, highly e�cient network simulator [11] that is available for others toreproduce these results, have demonstrated the optimality of the choice of atwo-dimensional network, and of oblivious, dimension-order routing ratherthan any form of minimal, adaptive routing [12]. Indeed, these simulationsreveal that some of the arguments in favor of higher-dimensional meshes areawed both by using the wrong metric, latency instead of bandwidth, andalso by using a functional relationship between latency and dimension thatis incorrect for the case of interest, which is large applied loads. One keypoint is that the bisection utilization under large applied loads increases with10



radix, and thus favors lower-dimension, higher-radix networks.Additional, practical considerations are that two-dimensional packagingis considerably simpler, cheaper, and lower risk, and allows easier boardreplacement than three-dimensional packaging. In detailed packaging de-signs for both networks, the two-dimensional network required only 14th thenumber of interboard connections as the three-dimensional network. As il-lustrated in the closeup of a Mosaic array shown in Figure 4, the mutual �tof the mesh network and the circuit-board medium provides high packagingdensity, and allows the high-speed signals between routers to be conveyedon short wires. The short wires between neighboring chips take little boardarea; in addition, they exhibit very low capacitance (� 5pF) and inductance(� 0.2nH), so that the interchip communication can be accomplished atrelatively high speed and low power.
Figure 4: Closeup of a Mosaic array.The MIT J-machine [10] similarly matches its network and packagingto achieve the same advantages, but in three dimensions, and provides apoint of comparison with the Mosaic C. The J-machine is about an orderof magnitude larger grain size than the Mosaic C; a J-machine of the samecost as a Mosaic C would, accordingly, have about an order of magnitudefewer nodes, and even less need than the Mosaic to resort to using the thirddimension. The Mosaic node requires only 110th the board area (3.6 cm2 vs36 cm2) of a J-machine node. The area that would have been required forhigh-density vertical connections to implement a three-dimensional Mosaicwould have seriously degraded the packaging density in the plane of the11



circuit boards, and the vertical channels would have greatly increased thenumber of interboard connections.4 Mosaic Board Assemblies4.1 The Mosaic C 8�8 BoardsLarge Mosaic arrays are constructed using single-board modules tiled in thecheckerboard fashion shown in Figure 5, and joined together with stackingconnectors. Each board contains an 8�8 array of Mosaic nodes packagedby a surface-mount technique called tape-automated bonding (TAB). TABpackaging achieves substantially lower cost, higher reliability, and higherdensity than conventional packaging. Instead of bonding chips into packagesand packages onto boards, the chips are bonded directly onto boards.
Figure 5: An array of Mosaic 8�8 boards.After wafer test, functional chips are inner-lead bonded to the TABframe, and encapsulated to protect them against light and other distur-bances. The wafer-test program is then used to retest the packaged chipsthrough test points on the TAB frame. Chips are outer-lead bonded to theboard by a robot that removes a chip from the TAB package by trimmingand bending the wires into a strain-relief loop to a level below the bottomsurface of the chip. The inner-lead bonding is done by Hewlett-Packard inFt. Collins, Colorado; the testing by Hewlett-Packard in Corvallis, Oregon;and the outer-lead bonding by MCC in Austin, Texas.The �nished board, shown in Figure 6, is about 8 inches on a side, and in-cludes an 8�8 array of Mosaic chips surrounded on all four sides by stacking-connector patterns. The chip pitch in the array is only 19mm. PCB traces12



Figure 6: A Mosaic C 8�8 board.connect channel and control signals between adjacent chips, and betweenthe stacking-connector patterns and chips on the edges of the 8�8 array.The clock, reset, and refresh control signals enter the array on the lower-leftcorner, and are propagated and ampli�ed from bottom to top along the left-most column, and from left to right along each row. In spite of the long chainof ampli�cations through CMOS bu�ers, clock symmetry is maintained.These 8�8 boards are functional multicomputers. The setup used totest newly completed boards employs the same host interfaces and programsthat we use to control operational Mosaic arrays. The test �xture connectsthe x edge channels of the (0,0) and (7,7) corner nodes through cables tohost interfaces in a workstation. All other edge channels are looped back toallow them to be tested. Testing proceeds in two waves starting from theopposite corners, and the workstation displays an animation of the test asit proceeds. The display allows the operator to determine which chips aredefective or incorrectly bonded.A pilot-production run of four 8�8 boards allowed us to verify the com-plete design with a 256-node Mosaic C system, which is operational and reli-able. The Mosaic chips and 8�8 boards are now in modest-scale productionunder a subcontract with Hewlett-Packard Company. After packaging the13



$30-cost Mosaic C chips onto 8�8 boards, the cost rises to about $75/node,or $4800/board. The �rst 256 boards from the production line will be usedto build a 16,384-node, 128�128 machine that will have 1GByte of primarymemory, and a peak instruction rate of �180GIPS.4.2 The Mosaic Host-Interface BoardsThe Mosaic host-interface boards are versatile, multi-purpose, circuit boardsthat house a number of Mosaic nodes with Mosaic channels on one side anda microprocessor-bus interface on the other side. The current incarnationof the host-interface board is a two-node Mosaic packaged on the postcard-sized, single-width, SBus board shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7: A Mosaic SBus host-interface board.The initial purpose of the host-interface boards was to verify the oper-ation of the Mosaic processor, router, and packet interface, fabricated to-gether in memoryless Mosaic chips. The boards provide a bank of 64K�16SRAM for each memoryless Mosaic, forming a complete Mosaic node. Theseboards were fabricated through local vendors, and we were able to demon-strate small, functional, Mosaic systems by the Spring of 1990.The second purpose of the host-interface boards is to provide a software-development platform. The bus interface on the boards presents the Mosaicmemory as a bank of ordinary random-access memory. Device-driver andsupport libraries allow low-level access to the host-interface boards by userprograms on the host, which maps the Mosaic memory into its internaladdress space. This software toolkit allows users to download and monitorprograms running on the Mosaic nodes.The third purpose of the host-interface board is to serve as the interfacebetween hosts and Mosaic arrays, as shown in Figure 8. The ribbon-cable14



Figure 8: Standard connection of Mosaic host interfaces and arrays.connectors on the back of the host-interface boards are wired to selectedchannels on the memoryless Mosaic chips. Programs running on the memo-ryless Mosaic nodes communicate with the Mosaic array by message passingthrough the ribbon-cable connectors, and with the host computer by sharedmemory through the bus interface. Host-interface boards can also be chainedtogether using ribbon cables, forming a linear array of Mosaic nodes, andthe basis for using Mosaic components to build local-area networks such asATOMIC [8].5 The Mosaic Programming System5.1 C+�C+� is the result of an experiment to express reactive-process, concurrentprograms [22, 15] in an object-oriented programming notation. Althoughthe C+� system is portable across a wide range of architectures, the MosaicC has been both the driving force and the reality test behind this e�ort.Design decisions have consistently been made to avoid compromising theperformance of C+� programs on the Mosaic. Higher-level programmingsystems may be layered on top of C+�, but C+� is intended to serve asthe Mosaic's lowest-level, workhorse programming system, suitable both foroperating-system and application programming.C+� is an extension of C++, except that its current implementation doesnot support global variables. The emphasis of C+� is on providing e�cientsupport for the simple abstractions fundamental to the reactive-process com-putational model: process creation and communication. C+� strives not toimpose higher-level policies on synchronization, communication protocols,or process placement.The emphasis on simplicity and e�ciency, together with the well-de�nedmechanisms to override the default behavior, makes C+� particularly appro-15



priate for expressing operating or runtime systems. The full set of object-oriented features carried over from C++ makes C+� a powerful tool thatprogrammers can use to de�ne and use higher-level constructs.5.1.1 Extending C++ to C+�This section assumes that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts ofobject-oriented languages, and of C++ in particular: classes, inheritance, andaccess rules.The C++ class concept is carried over intact to C+�: class is a user-de�ned type; an object created according to a class de�nition is a piece ofmemory with a set of operations de�ned on it, and a set of access rules.Operations on objects have immediate action, characteristic of sequentialprogramming models.C+� introduces the process concept. Syntactically, the processdef key-word replaces the class keyword (Program 1). Access rules are associatedwith data members and/or functions of a process de�nition, and processde�nitions can be derived from other process de�nitions.processdef Pfprivate: int data;public: P() f data = 0; g // startupatomic void write(int i) f data = i; g // updateatomic int read() f return(data); g // retrieveg; Program 1: A Process De�nitionHowever, a process created according to a processdef is more than atype: it is an independent computing agent, and a unit of potential concur-rency. Its public interface consists of a set of atomic actions. The invoca-tions of atomic functions have delayed action, characteristic of concurrentprogramming models that tolerate the inevitable latency of communication,rather than attempting to hide the latency from (some) users.Creating a process is no di�erent from creating an object (Program 2).In most cases, processes are created dynamically (pp = new P;), and persistuntil they are explicitly destroyed (delete pp;). One can also create a localinstance of a process, just as with any other variable. This local variable isdestroyed implicitly when execution leaves its scope.Invoking an atomic function of a process is equivalent to wrapping upthe argument list by value, and sending it in a message (pp->write(i);).Message receiving has two forms: explicit, when a value is returned froma call to an atomic function (i = pp->read();); and implicit, when an16



voidf()f int i; // declaring an integerP* pp; // declaring a process pointerpp = new P; // creating a processi = pp->read(); // retrieving a valuepp->write(i); // updatingdelete pp; // destroying the processg; Program 2: Programming with Processesatomic function of a process returns, since that process will remain idle untilthe next invocation of one of its atomic functions.The two forms of receive, explicit and implicit, cover the two extremes ofthe spectrum of possible mechanisms for message discretion: explicit receiveaccepts only a particular message from a particular process; implicit receiveaccepts any message from any process. Our experience in programmingwith processes and messages, particularly the results reported in [5], providestrong arguments that there is a need for a selective-receive mechanism thatis more general than the remote procedure call (implicit receive), yet one thatimposes minimum runtime-system overhead. The mechanism supported byC+� allows the programmer to enable or disable selectively, at run time, eachatomic function of a process.Pointers to processes form a global name space. They can be exchangedin messages and used in the same way that ordinary pointers can be passedaround and dereferenced in C++.5.1.2 Translating C+� into C++The reasons for translating from C+� to C++ instead of a full compilationto Mosaic code fall into two categories: First, this was a faster way to builda running system. Second, we had good experience in re-targeting the Gnug++ compiler to produce excellent code for the Mosaic C processor. Thetranslator's main concerns are global-name-space management, and variousoptimizations, some of which are listed here:� Arguments to atomic functions are written and read directly into/fromthe message bu�ers, not copied o� of the stack.� Remote Procedure Calls (explicit receives) are implemented in termsof simpler communication primitives.� Support for communicating arbitrarily complicated, linked data struc-tures. 17



� Support for communication across heterogeneous machine boundaries.A very simple machine description for each machine that may be in-volved in direct communication is all that is necessary to handle thealignment, data-size, and data-layout incompatibilities.5.2 The Mosaic Runtime SystemReactive-process computations expressed in C+�may involve very large num-bers of processes, and may be highly dynamic. Except for application pro-grams with regular, predetermined communication topologies, process place-ment and naming would be a tedious problem for the programmer, and isbetter performed by the runtime system. Indeed, process placement is themeans which the resource allocation performed by a multicomputer run-time system can have a global impact. A multicomputer runtime systemalso allocates local resources such as node memory, but the distinction be-tween global and local resource allocation blurs when one considers that thememory resources of a single, �ne-grain, multicomputer node are so limitedthat they can easily be exhausted, regardless of the sophistication of thelocal-memory-allocation algorithm. For example, if a node cannot allocatememory for incoming messages, the computation cannot proceed. However,if resources external to a node can be accessed, there is the potential forimproved system reliability, performance, and overall resource utilization.The Mosaic Distributed Runtime system [6], MADRE, is, accordingly,composed of components, one on each node, that communicate and cooperateto manage their collective resources. Each component could be representedas a single process; however, the process abstraction permits the componentitself to be implemented as a collection of �ne-grain processes. A set of kernelprocesses bound to each node may be aided by a set of remote processescreated as required on other nodes. For example, MADRE deals with animpending receive-queue overow by having a kernel process export a portionof the receive queue by creating a remote process. Similar techniques areused for distributed management of memory for code.Another mechanism for balancing resources is that a component thatreceives a message instructing it to create a process may forward this messageto another component if its node does not have adequate resources. Inorder to satisfy a requirement of the computational model that referencesto remote, system processes be generated immediately, MADRE employsdi�erent mechanisms for creating system and user processes. The referenceto a user process contains the address of its node, whereas the referenceto a system process contains the address of the node where placement was�rst attempted. Subsequent messages to a system process traverse the samepath as the message that created this process; there is usually only one suchmessage. The component that accepts placement of a user process returnsthe reference to the parent, so that subsequent messages to a user processare sent directly. 18



MADRE's highly streamlined handling of messages is accomplished byusing the interrupt context of the two-context Mosaic processor. OtherMADRE processes and user processes execute in the other context. Messagehandling is completely free of copying. The receive channel is set up initiallyto switch the processor into message handling when the header of an incom-ing message is received. MADRE determines from the header where to storethe payload of the message, and sets up the receive channel accordingly.Send operations are performed directly from memory, and the interrupt ona completed send is used to unlock the memory segment that was sent.MADRE was written in C+�, and MADRE processes are organized inlayers. The structure of messages sent to processes mirrors the process-layering structure. A process operates on a segment of an incoming message,and may then dispatch to a process in another layer. Using C+� processinheritance, processes are provided with access to data and system servicesfrom processes in previous layers.5.3 Preliminary EvaluationWe are witnessing a proliferation of programming systems that attempt tomerge concurrent semantics into a particular object-oriented language. Mostof these systems are motivated primarily by networks of workstations, andthus favor client-server, Remote Procedure Call (RPC) semantics. Concur-rency is usually introduced after the fact, typically [20] by using futures(synchronization variables). Our approach was di�erent in that we startedwith the reactive-processes computational model, and sought to allow pro-grams formulated in this way to be expressed in an object-oriented notationof choice, a simple derivative of C++.As in most programming-system experiments, C+� tries to strike a bal-ance between two requirements: e�ciency and expressivity. Our experienceswith C+� have so far been positive: Both the Mosaic runtime system anduser-application programs exhibit few compromises in e�ciency or expres-sivity.� E�ciency: The C+� environment imposes a low software-overheadpenalty on accessing the communication capabilities of the Mosaic.The software overhead for a user process running on top of the run-time system is �30 assembly instructions per message. Nearly the fullcommunication performance of the hardware is available to the user.� Expressivity: The entire set of features that made C++ the object-oriented notation of choice for a growing number of complex appli-cations is supported: inheritance, protection, overloading, as well aswell-de�ned mechanisms to circumvent default behaviors. The full ex-pressive power necessary for application programs is also available tothe system programmer. 19



� Portability: The C+� to C++ translator consists of about 60,000 linesof C++ code, and it is both compile-machine- and target-machine-independent. Various runtime system con�gurations range from 2,000to 10,000 lines of C+� code. To support a particular machine or op-erating system, all that is required is a small library of C+� functionsthat de�ne access to the communication capabilities.RetrospectiveThe Mosaic project has required the e�orts of many people over a period ofseven years since we started the �rst, preliminary designs of the principalcomponents of the Mosaic C chip. In addition to the end product, whichis being used to explore the application span and programmability of �ne-grain multicomputers, this project has been the vehicle and motivation formost of our research group's e�orts in VLSI design, routing-chip technology,and reactive-process programming systems. The project could have beendone in half the time if the end product were the only goal, but we wouldhave learned less than half as much, and the result would not have been sopleasing.AcknowledgmentsThe research described in this paper was sponsored by the Defense AdvancedResearch Projects Agency, and monitored by the O�ce of Naval Research.In addition, let us acknowledge the numerous contributions to the Mosaicproject made by our operations manager, Arlene DesJardins. Bill Hanna ofHewlett-Packard Ft. Collins developed the TAB tooling, did the detail designof the Mosaic 8�8 board and test �xtures from our conceptual design, andcoordinated the packaging work done in the advanced-packaging project atMCC. At HP Corvallis, Kathleen Ryan handled the wafer testing, and JohnVietor coordinated the wafer fabrication and the overall HP e�ort.References[1] Tom Alexander. How to Stop Fearing and Start Loving the ParallelComputer. NSF Mosaic, pp. 2{11, Spring 1992, National Science Foun-dation.[2] William C. Athas. Fine-Grain Concurrent Computation. Caltech Com-puter Science Technical Report 5242:TR:87 (PhD thesis), 1987.[3] William C. Athas, Charles L. Seitz. Multicomputers: Message-PassingConcurrent Computers. IEEE COMPUTER 21(8): 9{24, August 1988.20
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